Why the WH→lνbb channel Why the WH→lνbb channel
Focus on Low mass Higgs boson M H < 135 GeV/c 2 Dominant Decay for this region is H →bb gg → H →bb: Highest cross section at Tevatron. But huge QCD background→ WH→lνbb: 2 nd highest cross section
Tevatron and CDF Tevatron and CDF
Tevatron: proton-antiproton collisions at √s=1.96TeV CDF: One of the general purpose detectors 11.6 fb -1 delivered data (9.6 fb -1 acquired)
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Event Selection Event Selection
High P T isolated lepton (e/µ) or isolated track: P T > 20GeV Using different lepton categories depending on the detector region and quality cuts applied. Other Inputs
Background Estimation Background Estimation
o P T (jet1) + P T (jet2) + P T (lep)− MET o P T (W) o H T = ΣE T (jets) + P T (lep) + MET o MET o charge x η(lepton) o …
Systematic uncertainties Systematic uncertainties
Systematic Uncertainties on Signal Acceptance Expected upper limits for most important channels at low mass Most of the sensitivity at low mass comes from H→bb decays Excluding 100 < m H < 104.5 GeV/c 2 at 95% C.L.
